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The shadows have never been darker and the end has never been closer. Turn the key and

open the last door; it's time to say goodbye. Omega and Alpha, the final two storylines of the

New York Times bestselling series, are collected together to offer a thunderous and compelling

conclusion to Locke & Key. An event not to be missed!

"Moody, emotional and wickedly compelling. Locke & Key is this generation's Sandman." —

Jim Zub, author"This is the beginning of the end, and it is bloody fantastic." — IGN "Hill and

Rodriguez deliver a conclusion that shuts the door on a modern masterpiece by tapping into

the heart and magic that has made it such an unforgettable journey." — A.V. Club "An excellent

combinaiton of fantastical horror mechanics coupled with raw emotional depth. Hill and

Rodriguez don't kid around." — Comic Book Resources --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.About the AuthorJoe Hill is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Full Throttle,

The Fireman, Heart-Shaped Box, and NOS4A2, recently made into a TV seriesfrom AMC. His

horror novella In the Tall Grass, co-written with Stephen King,was made into a feature film from

Netflix. His book of short stories, 20th Century Ghosts, won the Bram Stoker Award and British

Fantasy Award for Best Collection. He earned the Eisner Award for Best Writer for his long-

running comic book series, Locke & Key, featuring the eye-popping art of Gabriel

Rodríguez. Born in Santiago, Chile, Gabriel Rodríguez began working as an illustrator in the

late 90s and in 2002 started drawing books for IDW Publishing, including CSI, George

Romero’s Land of the Dead, and Beowulf, amongst others. In 2007, he co-created the award-

winning series Locke & Key with Joe Hill. He continued developing other creator-owned

projects: the Eisner-winning Little Nemo:Return to Slumberland, with Eric Shanower; Sword of

Ages; and the gritty sci-fi adventure Onyx, with Chris Ryall. In 2019, he partnered with Hill once

again for two new Locke & Key stories, “Dog Days” and “Nailed It.” --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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Stephen Arvidson, “Intricate, Intense, Dramatic, and Heartbreaking. Alpha & Omega, the sixth

and final installment of the spectacular Locke & Key series, brings the story of the Locke

Family and Keyhouse to a compelling and devastating close. Dodge, now inhabiting young

Bode Locke's body, has the Omega key and nothing can stop him from using it. As Kinsey

Locke and the other students head to the Lovecraft Academy prom, the demonic Dodge

gathers shadowy forces of his own and enacts his evil endgame. The shadow monsters attack.

Hope diminishes. The damned and the saved alike make their final stand in the Drowning

Cave.The final showdown of Locke & Key is a spellbinding one, with a devastatingly high body

count and a number of personal sacrifices. Joe Hill and Gabriel Rodriguez do not pull their

punches, and each one lands square in the reader's gut. The closing chapter of this volume

(and thus, series) is a quiet epilogue that focuses not on the plot but rather the characters as

they attempt to heal and cope with loss. This series has always been more of a character

exploration, so naturally there are some final chances at redemption. The Locke family

struggles to find peace with the traumas of the past, and there are legitimate efforts as closure,

at recognizing that life will move on beyond the end of this book. Alpha & Omega is a beautiful

final issue, with so much blood and death and horror and more pathos than you can shake a

box of Kleenex at! The ability of Hill and Rodriguez to shift so effectively from the brutal havoc

of the climax to the hushed grace of the ending is a testament to this wonderfully imaginative

series.One cannot give this series enough praise. Hill is a genuine a master when it comes to

intertwining plots and creating a multidimensional story. Moreover, embedded within this final

volume are Nazi velociraptors and, even more notably, Joe Hill's winking nod to his father's

classic first novel Carrie.At this point, I'm remiss to think of anything I haven't already said

about the series. I know, classic cop-out line right there, but it's the god's honest truth. Joe Hill's

writing is purely top-notch and Gabriel Rodriguez’s art continues to blow my mind. Unlike most

other comic series, Locke & Key encompasses both great story AND great artwork. The ending

is satisfying one. Joe Hill had a clear vision for this story, and it was well executed from start to

finish. The overarching plot is intricate, intense, dramatic, heartbreaking, and suitably

complements the comic medium. With the saga concluded, Locke & Key is a series that will be

sorely missed.”

Cranberry79, “Amazing!. So I skipped writing reviews for the last two books and added them to

this final one. If you want a truly sticks with you storyline, this is the graphic novel series for it!!

The story drags you in as soon as you read Welcome to Lovecraft. It keeps getting better and

adding depth to the many layers of the characters and the various keys. Just when you thought

you understood the bizarre keys in the story, a new 2 appeared.This is definitely a graphic

novel worth reading and the fantastic artwork does amazing work adding depth to the story

with every page turn. I just hope Netflix doesn't ruin the novels with their series. To be honest, a

friend started watching the show and it got me to check it out, watched the trailer, started

reading the novels once i discovered it was a graphic novel. Read it, it won't disappoint!The

conclusion was amazing and none of our was what you thought out would be. Can't wait to

read the book about the different keys!”



MMK, “Great family horror fantasy battle against Evil after discovering some magical keys.

Read this after watching Season one of Locke & Key on Netflix. There are some differences

from the comic, but a great story about family starting over after a terrible tragedy. Moving to

their deceased fathers ancestral home, the Locke kids and their alcoholic mom and their Uncle

revisit the family’s past and discover some special keys that do magical things that lead to a

battle against something evil. Great story. Keeps you reading to see what other keys they will

find and what they can do. If you have Kindle Unlimited, you can read the first five books free,

but the last book, you have to buy, along with the extras if you want read them as well.”

Amy, “Such a Delightfully Twisted Series with GORGEOUS ART!. I didn't think I would love a

graphic novel the way I love other books. There's something magical about the story being told

with someone else's words, but my imagination. And you don't have that with a graphic

novel.Which is why I was very surprised to be feeling all the same feelings at the end of this

series as I do at the end of any other series I've been pulled into. Sure, I didn't have to use my

imagination as much because the gorgeous art was right there. But that only added to the

story. It was more graphic than my imagination could have been. And funnier, too. And some of

those characters were hot!I'm so, so glad I gave this series a shot. And I'll be eternally grateful

to the people who introduced me to it.I highly recommend it!”

Drown Hollum, “I cried. I cried so much.. I haven't been punched in the gut by a book like Locke

and Key in a long time. This series ends on a beautiful, poignant, note, that gorgeously

illustrates what an incredible storyteller Joe Hill is. Everything comes together, every arc meets

a satisfactory end, and the endless sacrifices and lost characters are each beautiful notes in

this title's swan song. A strong argument could be made that Locke and Key is one of the most

comprehensive complete works in the comic book medium, and has certainly shaken up my

top 10 in a way I've yet to sort out.I feel ridiculous for taking so long to read this series. Stop

putting it off. If you got stuck halfway, pull yourself back up and finish this book. Locke and Key

is true genius, lightning in a bottle that demands to be observed.”

Andre McGibbon, “Review of a newbie. I'd never read a graphic novel/ comic book? Before this

series. I was drawn to it by the netficks show and was tempted to try.If the show was that good

then the source material should be good too.I was not prepared for how good this would be

though. Fascinating plot and characters that kept me totally addicted all the way. The art style I

wasn't sure I'd like but it really grew on me.Thank you soo much for a fantastic read! Xxx”

Meera, “Tear jerking finale!. This one will really hit you in the feels, it is hard hitting, doesn’t

soften the punches and will have you hooked until the end and just a little further. The choices,

the heartache and the horror of both natural and supernatural means will hit you to the core.

An amazing ending that leaves me really looking forward to the shorts.”

Horror Reviewer, “A perfect ending. I got in from work and this book had arrived so I sat down

and spent a very enjoyable two hours finishing off the Locke and Key saga and I wasn't

disappointed. The big worry for me and I'd imagine most people was what if the ending didn't

live up to expectations but for me it was executed with perfection. I would never ruin the ending

for anyone so I won't be giving any spoilers. All I'll say is that the storyline is great and their is

some very touching moments along the way. The artwork is stunning as usual and it's the

perfect length. It didn't feel like it was rushed or dragged out. As much as I'm always sad to see

something I love finish I do prefer it when it ends gracefully rather than burns out. A fantastic



series in whole and I hope Joe and Gabriel work together in the future.”

Mike N, “Sad that it's over, but what an ending!. I discovered Joe Hill's Locke & Key fairly

recently, so I raced through volumes 1-5, only to have to wait for volume 6. This wasn't easy as

the story is compelling reading.What's to say here that differs from the previous volumes? Not

so much without going into plot details, which I don't want to do ... The artwork is superb, as

usual. My only worry was that the ending would be a bit of a let-down compared with what had

come before. I can state categorically that this is not the case.If you've read 1-5 I'm not sure

why you're even reading this review. If you've not read any of them, pick up volume 1 and I

guarantee you'll be hooked. The good news is that it only gets better the further into the story

you get!”

Mrs E Stevenson, “Fantastic thanks so much for the ride!. Such good twists and turns, the

Netflix series leaves so much out but I thank them for turning me to the originals and taking me

on this wild ride of the Locke family and all the keys the encounter! Although I’m late to the

party I guess it’s always better being late to it than never turning up!”

The book by Joe Hill has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,066 people have provided feedback.
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